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Central High School Principal Keith Bigsby  watches a v ideo with Kay lee Land, 1 4, left, and Samantha
Nocita, 1 5 , about Justin Bieber and graduation back in May .

At Omaha's Central High, 'Justin' has a
lot of true Beliebers
By Jonathon Braden / World-Herald staff writer

Saturday night, thousands of Beliebers will spend
priceless moments with their hero, Justin Bieber.

Students at Omaha Central High, though, have
been hanging with “Justin” for years.

They have seen him in the hallways, at Central basketball games and on their classroom
televisions.

Bieber — actually a cardboard version of the pop star — has shown Central students how
to always be on time and how to pursue their passions in life.

“WWJD?” their principal, Keith Bigsby, often asked the students. “What Would Justin Do?
”
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Bieber's life at Central, while followed with laughter these days, began with serious
intentions a couple of years ago. Bigsby and other administrators wanted to get students
and teachers to stop thinking about an Omaha school shooting.

“We needed something to take their minds off of it,” said Kelly Means, the school's
business, marketing and IT department chairwoman. “It was consuming them.”

It was January 2011, and a Millard South High School student had fatally shot the
school's assistant principal and wounded the school's principal before killing himself.
Schools across the metro area were reviewing security procedures and examining what
they could do to prevent another shooting.

At Central, Bigsby said, students and teachers worried aloud: “How could this happen?
What would we do it if happened here?”

Bigsby, sitting in his office, pondered what he and administrators could do to change the
discussion. Near his desk, he noticed a gift that a student had given him years earlier: a
Bieber calendar.

Bieber, the self-made Canadian youth turned global pop star, could distract the minds of
teenage boys and girls.

In February, Bigsby and administrators conducted a hall sweep — a walk through the
halls to tell kids to get to class. If students were tardy, they later had to stare at a calendar
picture of Bieber and write five pages about what he was thinking.

Weeks later, a cardboard cutout of Bieber — red pants, black leather jacket —
accompanied Bigsby on a hall sweep.

Students reacted with a “Huh?”

“Everyone was just kind of confused,” said Jessica Vorthmann, who graduated from
Central in May. “What is Dr. Bigsby doing?”

But after awhile, Vorthmann said, Bieber became a part of students' regular
conversations. Just as they talked about break-ups and weekend plans, they talked about
Bieber and what administrators were thinking of next.

Students wondered if Bieber's inclusion in Bigsby's morning announcement indicated
there would be a hall sweep later that day. They also included Bieber in their regular lives,
bringing him to football and basketball games.

Administrators continued the act as well.

They walked around the school, pointing to bracelets with four letters, “WWJD”.

Justin would be on time, they said, he would make sure he got his homework done.

They played his song “Baby” over the intercom and at basketball games.

They also used Bieber in videos meant to motivate the students. One such video showed
Bieber getting out of class but stopping to chat and snack before arriving late to his next
class.

“Justin, you know the expectations here at Central,” a teacher says to Bieber in the video.
“You can't be late.”

The next frames show Bieber leaving class, skipping the chatter and chips and arriving to
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The next frames show Bieber leaving class, skipping the chatter and chips and arriving to
his next period on time.The videos also challenged students to do what Bieber did: become
who you want to become.

Growing up in Stratford, Ontario, Canada, Bieber didn't have the backing of Disney and
its cadre of executives. He had a computer, instruments and the desire to learn.

“The thinking being, this kid from Canada can do this, what's stopping you?” said Bigsby,
who retires August 1.

This past school year, though, students saw less and less of Bieber.

He was often missing from his regular post in Bigsby's office, where he used to stand next
to a glittery sign of photos of himself and the words, “BIGSBY <3s BIEBER" (Translation:
Bigsby loves Bieber).

Reports of Bieber driving recklessly and drugs being found on his tour bus cooled the
school’s use of the pop star. 

Bieber, the cardboard version, however, made his redemptive return to Central last week.

He still had an English credit to finish, Bigsby said, and the school made special
arrangements for its former role model. 

Bieber, who reportedly earned $58 million in the past 12 months, made the Central
students proud once more: He was a summer graduate.

Contact the writer: Jonathon Braden
jonathon.braden@owh.com    |   402-444-1074    |   Follow Follow @jonathonbraden@jonathonbraden

Jonathon writes about education, mostly the Omaha Public Schools, Nebraska's
largest district.
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